Neck Gaiter Drawstring, Breathable Fitness Face Cover, Sun Wind
Dust Protection Lightweight Bandana Scarf Mask Review-2021

Premium comfy fabric
Drawstring closure
Premium comfy fabric: The neck gaiter is made of stretchable, comfortable, breathable, and cool
fabric that sits close to the skin. It is the moisture wicking and quick dry that keeps you a long time
cool.
Multifunctional Uses - This neck gaiter could be used as a beanie, sports band, headscarf, face
scarf, neck guard, face cover, balaclava, headgear, hair band, wrist band, and more.
Fitness Application - The neck gaiter is Windproof and Dustproof, UV-proof. Suitable for both indoor
and outdoor activities like running,cycling, fishing, hunting, mountaineering, camping, hiking,
motorcycling, and more.
Adjustable Drawstring : The neck gaiter has an adjustable rope to complement the elastic and
stretchy material. It is very easy to fit perfectly into different head sizes without any hassles.
Reflective strips: The neck gaiter is specially designed with reflective strips which enhance your
safety during a night ride.Tajavl Summer Cooling Neck Gaiter With Drawstring
Without mincing words, no conventional neck gaiter can match the efficacy of our neck gaiter. How?
Cool and Breathable:
Our neck gaiter is made predominantly of cool and breathable fabric, and with this, you can count on
optimum comfort whilst sun, dust, and wind protection.
Skin-friendly:
Despite the high functionalities of our neck gaiter, it is skin-friendly, wrinkle-free, lightweight, and it
will blend very well with any of your favorite outfits.
Quick-dry and moisture-wicking function:
Our neck gaiter is very quick to dry when washed or used during an intense drizzling sunny day.
Plus, the moisture-wicking function makes it very easy to eliminate sweat and water from your skin
during vigorous exercise.
Windproof and Dustproof:
If you love cycling when it is windy, then our neck gaiter is specifically designed for you. This is
because the neck gaiter is completed with a drawstring which you can use to tighten it on your neck
to prevent it from falling when it is windy out there.
Cooling and Comfortable With Many Feature
Cooling
Comfortable
Stretchable
Breathable
Reflective Strip
Adjustable drawstring
Dust and wind resistant
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